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Lecturer Addresses Soviet Breakup
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
"The infrastructure is just awful,"
staled lecturer Sergo MIkoyan in an
address about the current conditions
in the former Soviet Union Tuesday
night. Mikoyan's speech, entitled
"Breakup of the Soviet Union: US.
Dilemma' was presented to a large
audience in Cault Recital Hall and
represented the seventh and final lec-
ture in the Great Decisions series.
Mikoyan, currently a visiting re-
searcherat Georgetown University is
originally from Moscow. He special-
izes in history, political science, and
' international relations with an em-
phasis onLatin America. Before com-
ing to the United States, Mikoyan
held the position of ChiefResearcher
at the Institute of Peace in Moscow.
Mikoyan believes that the deterio-ratkM- c
the Soviet Unk began nearfy
40 years ago with the death ofStalin,
' but does not necessarily believe that
. .
Stalinrepreseruedagood leader ofthe
Soviet Union.-- ; "Stalin falsified ther
idea of Socialism," he stated.
Discussing the main problems that
evolved out of this false Socialism,
Precautions Prevent Spread of Computer Viruses
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
Recent news about the so-call- ed
Michelangelo computer virus, which
is supposed to be dormantin personal
computers around the world and will
be triggered by the machines' internal
clocks on Friday, March 6, the anni-
versary of the artists birth in 1475,
have many computer owners worried
their machines' health.
While Carl Zimmerman, director
of acadff"? computing services at
theCgccfWoostersayshedoubts
the existence of the so-call- ed cata
Co-Edito- rs Named for Editorship of
BETSY O'BRIEN
Managing Editor
The Publications Committee has
named Lauren Cohen 94 and Jason
Gindele 94 co-edit- ors of77i Wooster
Voice fat the 1992-199-3 academic
year, in a decision made last week.
Gindele is currently Sports Editor
of the Voice after working as a sports
writer last year. He is a second year
starter for the tennis team as well as a
member of the Xi Chi Psi section.
Giridele,anauveofPuisburgh,PA,is
pursuing a self designed major in
broadcast journalism.
Cohen is presendy News Editor.
Mikoyan expressed his dissatisfac-
tion with the leaders of the Soviet
Union. Hennther described the sense
of hopelessness he fen. "Unforta-nately.t- he
leaders which we had,they
werecompatible with thesystem, and
the system itselfdid MX permitusany
hope," he said.
The mam problems of the Soviet
system include an absence ofdemoc-
racy, an overpowering bureaucracy,
and a failing economy. Mikoyan ad-
dressed each of these issues sepa-
rately.
In terms of the absence of democ-
racy, Mikoyan explained that there
were elections, but that these elec-
tions provided the choice of "one
deputy from one candidate from one
party." He added, "This had no rela-
tionship whatsoever to democracy."
Speaking about the overbearing
bureaucracy, Mikoyan discussed the
monopoly on political power held by
the Party. "Their strategy and tactics
deteriorated to what can orJybecalled
fOuffiaadkfioti
Mikoyan devoted much of his lec-
ture to a discussion of the failing So-
viet economy as a result of factors
clysmic computer viruses like
Michelangelo, there are a number of
computer viruses which can cause
much difficulty forcomputer owners.
He is more concerned aboutcommon
viruses such as the one which two
Cornell University students allegedly
introduced into the Info-M- ac
shareware computer bulletin board at
Stanford University recently.
According to Zimmerman, there
are three simple things personal com-
puter owners can do to help protect
theirequrpmentfrom virus infections:
She is a member of the Wooster Cho-r- al
Union and the Spanish House, and
has just been selected to join the na-
tional Spanish honor society, Sigma
DdtaPL Cohen is a political science
major with a Spanish minor, and is
fixxn Carmel, IN.
ThePuUicationsQimrnittee, which
consists of three students and three
faculty members, votes for an Editor
or Co-Edito- rs after looking at the ap-
plicants letters of intent, resumes,
and references. An interview with the
Conunittee is also required. The last
tinieaco-editorshi-p was awarded was
Airing the 1987-8- 8 school year.
occurring both before and after the
Coup d'etat
"Evenwithoutthcaraisraclwhicli
tooka tremendous toll on the finances
of the country we did somany stupid
things which could not help but lead
our economy to deteriorate," he la-
mented.
Mikoyan went on to discuss the
important changes in the former So-vietUn- ion
as they have occurred since
the Coup d etat which eventually led
to the resignation of Mikhail
Gorbachev. But, Mikoyan advised,
"Gorbachev did not want the breakup
of the Soviet Urrian." Nevertheless, a
new setofkaders have assumed power
in the former Soviet Union.
Mikoyan does not see much differ-
ence between the old and new re-
gimes. "They are trying to make a
transformation from centralized gov-
ernment, but even this transformation
is being done by the old Bolshevik
tradition," he stated.
Mikoyan expressed his sorrow that
" the Soviet Union, is having to accept
aid from Western countries. He feels
that the best offering the West can
make is a "technological exchange."
bDon't let other people use your
computer or, at least, limit access
by others
--Be careful about where you obtain
your software don'tuse friends soft-
ware get it from reputable suppliers.
--Iffbrorie reason cranotheryou can't
do the first two things, men you need to
install one of the virus protection soft-
ware programs on your computer. .
Zimmerman cautions that while
none of the above will totally protect
your computer, all of them will go a
long way to help.
Next Year's Voice
When asked about his feelings on
the cxeditorship,Danid Bourne, head
of the Publication's Committee, re-
plied, "Both individuals complement
each other quite weD. It is an exper-
iment"
Cohen said, "We feel that the co-editors- hip
will well serve the campus
community because it will provide
the Voice with opposing viewpoints
and rrere comprehensive coverage of
campus life."
Concerning their goals, Gindele
stated, "The Voice has been improv-
ing for several years now. That tradi-
tion will carry on."
Statement to College of
Wooster Community
We realize this is a case of stating the obvious, but the past couple of
weeks have brought a bit ofcontroversy to the College ofWooster campus.
Lines have been drawn, words have been thrown, and people have been
reacting, usually vigorously, in one direction or another.
This is not meant to add to to the slew of arguments currently being
presented. Rather it is a call for everyone to take a deep breath, relax, and
rethink just exactly what is going on.
It is not a call for anyone to forget the issues, or to change opinions, but
to reach a point where the issues may be discussed instead of individuals
being demonized.
The Voice staff made a decision. Do not condemn the Voice for its
decision, but try to understand the impetus behind the decision. Our
intentions were honorable and sincere. If you doubt that, please discuss
your concerns with us in regards to our process of decision-makin- g. Do not
attack us. '--rv .
Negative generalizations regarding our motives and our methods only
serves to polarize the campus community. Accusing us ofsensationalism
stigmatizes the subject we addressed. t
Instead, we should accept that we all must co-exi- st on this campus
together, as a community, and consider manners in which we may pursue
this experience.
This call is not made to avoid any issue. Upon our return to campus, there
will be opportunities to speak up on questions and issues relating to the
Voice. The Campus Council has formed an Ad Hoc Committee to address
any and all concerns about the Voice and its role on campus. The Voice
welcomes these efforts, so that mispercpetions may be corrected - on and
by all sides.
.
In addition, one may contact the Publications Committee (Daniel
Bourne, chair). One may also send written concerns to Kathy Preslan at
BoxC-252- 0.
The Voice invites these avenues for conversation. Let all parties take
advantage of them. '
Spring Break has essentially begun, and everyone has two weeks to get
away" in one way or another. Perhaps we should utilize the time to
reevaluate our arguments and our methods, and plan possible solutions to
our differences.
. .
what has happened.but neither should weBy no means should we forget
play enemy camps.
There are no winners or losers. There cannot be in this situation.
Further efforts of attack from any source will only serve to exacerbate
an already volatile situation.
Talking is always an option, let
illlllllift
allot us at least gywanusu
Viewpoints
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Rooting For The Sharks
Obbligato
r..y --5-
MICHAEL MATTTSON
Alright, alright, so maybe I watch a
Utile loo much TV, but just because
die remote control has left a perma-
nent impression in my hand is no
reason to worry (although the fact that
I know the theme song to "Charles in
Charge" might be).
Actually, television is a learning
tooLjeriously. Just the other evening
I learned I could become a better
person for only $179. AH I had to do
was order casette tapes from a mil-liona- ire
guru, and then listen. I wanted
to call, but I'm still savins ur for that
fruit juicerslicerpeelerrecycler that also waxes your car. Ah, choices.
Anyway, during my periods of electronic lethargy I do in fact have an
objective in mind. Tm looking for sharks, or more arpropriately, shark shows.
I'm sure most people have seen some special on nature which focuses on
sharks. Thai's what I'm looking for. Watching those silent ocean predators
slide through the water, seize upon prey, and sometimes each other, is
fascinating (and a lot more relaxing than family gatherings).
The other evening I found one such show, but this one was different It
involved a group of divers going underwater for die sole purpose (porpoise?)
of "riding" a shark. They attracted a blue shark with bait, and then one guy
grabbed the fins and hung on. Needless to say, the shark was not amused. He
thrashed and rolled, attempting to dislodge the creatim; on liis back.Evennally
the diver let go, and gave aquatic high-fiv- es to his buddies.
I think this is a perfect example of the "bungee jumping" mentality that is
growing in our society. Lets dream up some outrageous stunt and do iLNotfor
any valid reason, just so we can say we did it.
Now I dcn't mind pecplekapmg headfirst ou
ofhriirfmg bridges, but this stunt was insensitive and unfair. The divers has
underwater guns, and wetsuits, and cages. If you really want to be daring, put
on some swim trunks and go out alone. And a blue shark?! Come on! Real
daredevils wrestle great whites.
Another time I watched some divers trap a shark to measure higher eye. Of
course they had to sew up the membrane over the shark's eye so it wouldn't
close. They never did say for what purpose they terrified this creaiure, other
than having some data to fill up obscurenmebooks. ; - '- - ' '
There are so many things we can do, so many capabilities we have. Yet is tKat
reason enough to do them or use them? "Progress for progress sake" is not
responsible behavior. Careful, thoughtful planning should be required before
we leap into our realm of possibilities. Maturity isn't simply being able to do
Continued on page 4
Upon the Altar ofPolitics
I GINA
t
v- - V .
-
- l I
M. BOMBACI
An extraterrestrial visitor to mis
country might observe several puz-zlir.mystkriUKilsmevtryc- alerxlar
year evenly divisible by four, we add an
extra day to die most, reviktfmcntr
sperjdcountless hours watching athletes
in neon ckxhing perform stuntson snow
and ice; and begin sacrificing people,
values, and cultural institutions seem-
ingly indiscriminately to the voracious
god of "politics".
The latest burntoffering was made by our leader himself. In a cynical act of
political cowardice, George Bush has fired John Frohnmayer, chair of the
National Endowment for the Arts. ThemoveepreseritsadearcarAtulationto
Bush's right-win-g opponent for the Republican presidential nomination, Pat
Buchanan, who in a recent advertisement accused Bush of 'investing tax
dollars in pornographic and blasphemous art".
Frohnmayer himselfis no staunch defender ofartistic freedom ofexpression.
During lis chairmanship, be acknowledged vetoing four grants for political
reasons and insisted that grant recipients pledge not to create blasphemous or
obscene art with federal funds. Yet Bush proposes to install an even more
conservative chair to prevent political criticism. -
Such a step is senseless. It contradicts the entire basis for the existence of the
NEA. The benefits society receives from furrfingtheartsajnsistbfByinnkpje
ability of art to express the spirit of the times; to reflect the latent dreams and
disturbances of the nation, to present external images of the ever-changin- g
undercurreru of hiinra consciousness. Art at its best helps society to define
and understand itself. It shapes our culmral identity and provides a furtive
glimpse and whispered hint of the future. These benefits arc intuitive rather
than quantitative or rational, but they are real nonetheless.
Suppressed and censored art, with official limits set on its content,' cannot
perform any such functions while prevented from displaying trie fuU portrait of
society as it is viewed through artistic eyes. The NEA serves no purpose, and
is indeed a waste of taxpayers money, when it is subjected to the whim and
control of politicians.
This does not mean that the endowment should not be selective in awarding
grants. Applicants should be screened according to the quality cl their works
by individuals experienced in the aesthetic and artistic, instead of political,
evaluation of various forms ofart. Sexually explicit art should be rejected for
federal granu if and only if it lacks serious artistic merit, as should any other
an. Nor should the ideology advanced by a work of art be a decisive factor.
Ills time we became more discriminating in what we choose to sacrifice on
the altar of politics. Grants for artistic endeavors must be" allocated based on
sndards of art, not on political expediency.
March 5, 1992
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Letters to the Editor
'Celebration'
Article Disre-
garded Facts
As the organizer of the scries that
comprised theprogram, 1492-199- 2:
A Quintecentennial Celebration I
applaud your efforts for providing
the college community with a syn-
opsis of the talks given by Wooster
faculty in that series.
Nevertheless, I am compelled to
express my disillusionment with the
blatant lacunae in your article,
"Spanish Department Commemo-
rates Quintecentennial," that ap-
peared in the February 28 issue of
the Wooster Voice.
Not only is there no review of the
first lecture in the series, "Spanish
Comes to the Americas: They Came,
They Spoke, They Conquered,
given by mycolleague Diane Ringer
Uber, there is not even the slightest
mention of her contribution to the
program.
Furthermore, on Tuesday, Febru-
ary 25 at 7:00 pjn, the movie The
Mission was shown, also as a part of
the series. I am well aware that report-
ing is not always a truthful or objec-
tive transmission of, theJacts. Little
did I know' tHaVtfle ! blatant disregard
and subsequent exclusion of facts for
the sake of convenience is considered
an acceptable practice in journalism.
JohnP.Gabriele
Associate Professor of Spanish
Premarital Sex a Tact ofLife'
'Society Must Deal With This Fact
After reading Ian Limbach's
letter (February 28 Voice), I feel
I have to comment. While I fully
support Mr. Limbach's right to
write such a letter, and the
Voice's right to publish it,
I am still angered and offended
by what he wrote.
Putting aside the valid theo-
logical issues of (1) the interpre-
tation of scripture and (2) who is
to make moral judgments about
others (see John 8:7), there are
two issues here.
First, as a society, to be un-
concerned about the spread of
STDs or about the young woman
who gave birth on this campus
recently (Voice 228) is to cut
ourselves off from reality. We
must be concerned with andabout
the fact of premarital sex and,
while the dangers Mr. Lirabach
raises are indeed present, we as
a society cannot stick. our col--.
Article
It is good to see that abortion
and unwanted pregnancy are fi-
nally being addressed in the
Voice. I have one problem with
the end of this series. I could not
help but notice that ALL of the
numbers listed as places for in-
formation were for information
about having a baby and either
keeping it or putting it up for
adoption.
I hope that the editor is not
intentionally leaving out phone
numbers for information about
abortions. Oh, you might be
thinking to yourself, "What
about that place Women's Preg-
nancy Services in Wooster?"
That place is primarily con-
cerned with talking women out
of having abortions.
Yes, they have information
about abortion, the kind that is
emotionally coercive against the
option of having one. I think
that people need to know where
to look for more objective infor-
mation on abortion.
So I am sending a list of re-
sources where somebody seri-
ously considering abortion
(whether . it " be the pregnant
woman Tierself'or'a concerned
friend) can get more objective
answers to questions concerning
the procedure, it's costs, and
possible negative effects:
Planned Parenthood in
lective head in the sand and hope
that they will go away. To quote
a friend, "Everybody's horny.
College students'll admit it."
Premarital sex is a fact of life
it has been forever. Society must
deal with this fact, and to de-
clare at least half a generation
"fallen from Grace" and aban-
don them to their fate is to lose
those people, and their children,
and so on, ad infinitum. We
can't afford that.
Secondly, to give anyone less
than unconditional love is not
Christian. We cannot remain
true to our "Judeo-Cbristi- an heri-
tage" and say, "We love you only
if yon obey what we believe the-bibl- e
to say." -
Jesus called on us to love sin-
ners (Matthew 9: 13; 22:39), and
this means trying to save their
lives. . '
.
-
-
i. .Yes; preach abstinence if
Prompts
Wooster (can offer counseling
but not abortion services) 345-779- 8.
.
Abortion Care-Akro-n Cen-
ter for Reproductive Health (of-
fers pregnancy testing, birth con-
trol, and abortion services)
1(800)423-367- 3.
Abortion Clinic of Medical
- Planning (offers free pregnancy
test, birth control and abortion
services) 1(800)792-806- 2.
Abortion Clinic of the Na-
tional Health Care Services
(abortion services) (216) 795-180- 0.
Akron Women's Clinic (of-
fers pregnancy testing, birth con-
trol, abortion services and pre-
natal care counseling) 1(800)
334-737- 1.
Womancare of Downriver
PC (abortion services) (313)
281-244- 5.
Each of these phone numbers
(excluding Planned Parenthood
of Wooster) came from the 1990-- 9
1 Akron phone book. If you are
considering abortion and want
to know the costs and specific
information about the procedures
offered (without the emotional
'coercion offered by other
places), you should call one (or
more) of these places. Do not be
afraid to ask questions or make
an appointment. You always
have the choice to leave if you
you're called to do so, but also
try to get those who won't take
that route to use condoms.
To do less than that is to be
that annoying, off-ke- y "noisy
gong or a clanging cymbal" (1st
Corinthians 13:1) you sound
great to yourself, but not to most
people, and you don't accom-
plish diddly. Christianity can-
not be divorced from, the real
world and remain real and vital.
I have considered Mr.
Limbach's words carefully and
honestly, and unfortunately I
find them lacking in connection
to real life, which means they
don't connect well to actual
Christianity, either.
Supporting the availability of
condoms to college students is a
decision which no one realistic
- and I certainly hope that in-
cludes God will condemn.
. Dong Browne92
Mixed Reactions
have second thoughts.
ADDENDUM 22992:
To Marc Osgoode Smith: I am
deeply offended by your under-
standing of the ethics of journal-
ism!
You wrote, "She requested that
we not make any reference to
her incident. We felt that we did
a good job of protecting her iden-
tity, and that it was vital for the
campus community to know
there is an issue here, close to
home."
What a LOUSY justification.
If you had truly wanted to bring
the issue to our attention here,
you could have spoken with one
of the other women who have
children from unwanted preg-
nancies that attend this college.
You also could have talked about
the teen mom program and its
participants.
Instead you chose to print a
story without the permission of
the woman who would be most
deeply affected by it. In doing
so, you have taken this paper to
the pits of journalism.
What makes your decision dif-
ferent from tabloids that thrive
in scandal? Nothing that I can
see.
You then try to mask your own
unethical, insensitive decision in
the issue of censorship. I am
Rules Have
There's a problem with the Voice
these days. Several of the rules set up
by Editor Smith have been violated
and he's the violator. There have been
weekly columns appearing in the
Voice this semester yet I was told
last semester that there wouldn't be
any.
Columns are supposed to be amaxi-
mum of eight hundred words yet
Mr. Smith allows Jeremiah Jenne to
write two-thousa- nd word columns that
are different, to say the least
Smith's other columnists leave much
to be desired Gina Bombaci is no
political theorist, she continually ig-
nores facts and is pedantic. Mr.
Smith's "Spanky" columns are no
different, just a vapid copy of Mike
Royko.
Last week's letter by Ian Limbach
is well over three hundred words a
clearcontradiction ofthe rules. Never
mind that Limbach's letter is chau-
vinistic, sexist, stupid crap; it should
have been edited down. Why have
rules if they're ignored? Either Mr.
Smith doesn't care, or he can't get
cnou&hwritersandhehastofillspace.
deeply offended that yon have
stolen the right to privacy of an
individual and fail to recognize
that this right is as important as
the freedom of the press.
There is a world of difference
between protecting the identity
of someone who agrees to make
a statement to the press and re-
port their own story and some-
one who specifically requests
that you do not infringe on their
right to privacy. You have made
her private life campus public
knowledge.
Even if you did not name her,
this campus is small enough that
someone will find out who she
is. What will her state of emo-
tional health be then? And will
this greater good that you in-
voke, of raising an important is-
sue have really changed any-
thing? Many of us were already
aware of the problems of un-
wanted pregnancy. The use of
her story was simply unneces-
sary to make your point.
I empathize with the woman
whose story you have unneces--saril- y
told. I hope that she has
the courage to deal with the even
rougher time you are certainly
causing her.
Jenny Neill '93
Ed. Note: See Commentary on
page one for response.
Been Broken
Finally, we come to the reason that
the Voice was stolen last week. A
student, who wished her story to be
not printed, was referred to in a front
page story. Her friends allegedly threw
outall the copies Of the Voice. I'm not
sure who's right in this case. If the
student requested that her story not be
told, perhaps the Voice should have
acceded. However, having a baby in
the bathroom is news and the Voice
should be abie to print iL Stealing the
papers was wrong and there are dif-ferentavenuesthest- udents
could have
taken. But the biggest problem is mat
the story is a feature article, not news
but Mr. Smith doesn't seem to
know the difference. Last year's pa-
per was better. It's kind of sad.
Drew Nicholson 93
Smith responds: What Mr
Nicholsonspeaks ofis recommenda-
tions, not rules. Considering colum-
nists, the decision to run weekly
columnswas made during the second
semester, after Ms; Bombaci, Mr.
Mattison, and Mr. Mailman and
Provost proved reliable. -
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What Kind
The article on "Unwanted Preg-
nancies" (The Wooster Voice, Feb-
ruary 28, 1992) stirred up the
C.O.W. community.
However, one wonders whether
the publishing of the ankle was not
motivated by a thirst for sensation-
alism akin to that displayed in the
National Enquirer. I trust that with
the diverse academic community at
Wooster. certainly there are more
stimulating articles to write.
On the other hand, the article
stimulates discussion on the nature
of friendships and faculty-stude- nt
relationships.
As folklore goes, no one appar-
ently knew that the young lady who
recently deli vered her baby was even
pregnant. What does this say about
As someone graduating in a few
months, besides doing LS. much of
my time is spent reflecting on what
this whole Wooster experience has
meant to me and whether it has all
been worth it. Certainly given that the
tuition is going up by another 5.8
percent chances arc my father would
tell me that the experience isncr have
been worth it, because as far as he's
concerned, come May.anything com-
ing from Wooster should come from
the Office of Alumni Relations and
nowhere else!
The intention of this letter, how-
ever, was not to reflect on what four
years at Wooster have meant to me
but was really to letout one of the best
kept secrets at this schooL
This little secret is that if you want
to know what's really on the minds of
the men at the College of Wooster.
one of the best sources of irtformation
is on the walls of the various bath-
room stalls of AtkItcws Library. Un-
likely as it might seem, the stalls in
Andrews library tell it the way it is.
There is very link political correct-
ness, no watered-dow- n opinions, and
for anyone who was under the impres
RE
ofCommunity AreW
our commitment to one another in
friendships and to students?
The College boasts a great faculty-
-student ratio and we pride our-
selves on close relationships with
students, yet, apparently no one
knew of the young woman's
circumstances. Jiardly sounds close
tome.
According to the College of
Wooster Catalogue (1990-- 9 l)."We
believe that the easy and informal
association between students and
faculty fosters intellectual growth"
(p.9). does this exclude emotional
.
and psychological growth for our
students? From a student's per-
spective, didn't this young woman
have a close friendsoror to confide
and share her fears with? Folklore
Original
sion that fraternities on this campus
are conformist enclaves, one look at
the bathroom walls will show you that
much difference exists between these
groups.
What is curious to me is why many
of the opinions I often read on these
Walls of Wisdom neverappear in
the Voice. Much as I might not agree
with much of what is written (which
really ought not to surprise me con-
sidering that much of the writing is
done while the esteemed authors are
engaged in less than mentionable ac-
tivities) there is no doubt that given
the frequency with which certain opin-
ions are expressed, particularly re-
garding hornosexuals, and The Men
of Harambce Comic Strip' it is clear
that many people are boding up their
feelings on many issues instead of
coming out and stating how they re-
ally feeL
I think it would really do this col-le-ge
a lot of good if people came out
and stated their positions on various
issues irrespective of whether those
opinions are in line with what is so-
cially acceptable or not. I say this
particularly because I'm one of those
'WW
tells us that none of her "friends"
knew of her condition.
Another morsel to chew
onShuU, in the Voice article dis-
cussed the implications of the use of
denial in coping with the unwanted
pregnancy. Lloyd Delaney, in an
article titled The Other Bodies in
the River" (In Black Psychology.
(Ed.) Reginald L. Jones) talks about
denial as a mechanism that our soci-
ety uses to deal with unpleasant
subjects like unplanned pregnan-
cies, sexual harassment, racism, and
discrimination. In conclusion, we
need to examine the source of our
discomfort - are we really ready to
explore the "untouchables."
Susan Frazier-Kouass- i, Pb--D.
Department of Psychology
Thoughts
people who loves a good debate. I
thrive on heated discussions with
people whose opirikmsareMmpletely
opposite to mine. It is the only way I
see that I can expand my mind, and on
rare occasions that I have had the
opportunity to do so here, I have al-
ways left saying. THIS is what I ex-
pected from college.
For the most part, however, much
of the time, we at Wooster tend to put
a great deal of effort into trying to find
'the middle ground' and as a result we
end up treating each other with what I
call 'timid courtesy which is dis-
played most clearly by the fact that
both Ed Koch and Angela Davis can
receive standing ovations for having
views that clearly left one with very
Utile choice but agree with one or the
other. So corne out and say it like you
feel, and hopefully as intellectuals we
will talk about it soberly, and calmly
and might perhaps even come some
kind of agreement Let's not Veave our
views on the toilet waDs because real
change, diversity, riornophilia, or what-
ever else is supposedly good fix the
world will never come about that way.
Bani Kgosana 72
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Confusion, Anger
Manv students at the College of
Woosterhavebecornewenacquainted
wiih the opening phrase of on me i uu .w--par-king
tickets from the City of that right need to be recttfed. As the
w -c- r-w vr, hwmnintnal bottom of the Wooster Parking Tick--
a traffic violation." Well, apparently
I committed a violation on the twenty
fifth of February at 220 un.L along
with nunvaous others, parked in a Not; t .k-i- yi KW-vr.f- r: ct
Wayne Avenue (behind Arrnington).
It was reported by the Wooster . -
Voice several weeks ago that this . TheVotce apologuesor tnemcon-exactsaiiestreethadbeenopene-
dfor
venience caused by the erroneous in--
tewnry four hour parking in order to
ease college parking congestion.
There seems to be a lack ofcommuni
cation between the Wooster Voice
and the Wooster Police Department.
As I Quickly called the police depart- -
ment ready to inform them of the Bill
that had been passed several weeks
aeo. I was startled by the staff on the
phone who notified me that the B ilL in
fact, has not yeat been passea,ana tnat
Residents 'Kind and Loving' People
Thank-yc- u forprinting my lettercon
cerning campusorrrnuruty relations
in last week's paper. You did, however.. ,
make amajor error when you printed the
lener. which was located on page six. in
the tenth paragraph, the sentence reads,
"I do not approach the town ofWooster
as a place filled with kind and loving
people, who, as kng as I respect them
for what they arc, for what talents ana
skills they have--- " Instead, it is sup
Where are the
Continued from page 2
more things, it is a wisdom to decide what is lxreficial arrf produOive. and
what isn't
I'm still looking for the shark specials, combing the myriad ofcable channels
at my disposal. But I gotta teD you, I'm beginning to hope the sharks use some
of their capabilities on certain people. Unprovoked attacks and terror tactics
would only be an equal response to what they experience.
And yes, you're right. Just because I have 1.287 channel choices doesn't
rneanlhavetousethenUcoii'dgetoffmy
i- - i .i .mtv. r.nn.;cnfl onH lajranlsfa't wantsorry. Have to run. ijust reauzcuuiai
to miss that.
Do4 jo W --H Aee
A
the College newspaper naa misinier- -
preted the situauon.
.
s say, Tor your convenience, place
one m cnvcu -
oi me rinc-v-mci- ci
boxes" -
I astwhohas committed the viola--
tion, myself or the Wooster Voice!
formation provided in the article.
According to Mike McTiernan, SGA
Vice-Preside- nt, theparking issue was
apparently sealed, but after the Voice
reporter and SGA representatives left,
the issue was reconsidered and de-
layed. The Police Chiefhas suggested
not to park in the areas until the signs
prohibiting that parking are removed.
The issue will be settled over break,
according to McTiernan.
posed to read, "I do not approach the
town of Wooster as a place filled with
college haters who are out iqetme.
Insteadlapproach jiasaplace filled with
kind and loving people--
."
As I am sure
you will agree, there is a major differ-
ence between what was printed and
what was in the lcoer. I would greatly
appreciate it if you would correct it in
Thursday's issue. Thank You.
Fritz Nelson 94
Shark Specials?
jwnuiu;
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Moore Guides Wooster to Success
DINO DISANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor
Five years ago the Fighting Scots
basketball program had hitrock bot-
tom. They had just compiled their
worst record in twenty years by
going 8-1- 8. Change was evident.
No one though, could for see the
impact that the new coach woold
have.
At the young age of 35 he took
over a program that hadn't been a
contender since 1978-7- 9. He rap-
idly turned around a declining pro-
gram into the national power it is
today.
Steve Moore has combined his
high intensity personality and fun-
damental principles into all of his
teams. His teams strive on defense
where there game plan is rooted.
His pereoiialiry"shoWs through iri
all of his teams.
This year hasn't been any differ-
ent and never was it more evident
than in last Saturday night's NCAC
Championship game. A game where
no one person was more important
then the other. There wasn't one
big play by one person but a number
of big plays by everyone.
"We have so many weapons, its
hard to key one just one guy. And if
someone is struggling other people
will be there," Erich Riebe 92 said.
A total team effort powered the
Scots to a 61-5- 4 victory over the
199
Tigers of Wittenberg. The win en-
abled the Scots to seta school record
for most wins in a season with 26.
The victory also secured the Scots
. an automatic bid to the NCAA Tour-
nament, where they will play Satur-
day 7:30 at Armington Field House
against Otterbein.
"The win gives us the automatic
bid, just what we wanted," said
Riebe on the victory.
The game started off with the
Tigers on fire from the field, as they
jumped out to an early 5-- 0 lead,
behind two Kris Spriggs jumpers.
The Tigers controlled the early go- -.
ing as the Scots were cold from the
field and were unable to get on
track.
"We only scored four points in
our - first ten possesions, but they
weren't doing well either," said
Moore. "We were a little impatient
with our passing early, especially
into the post."
The Scots, though, never pan-
icked as they slowly cut into the
Tigers seven-poi- nt lead by going on
a 9-- 0 run over a five minute period.
The run was started when Doug
Meinen '94 hit a 13-foo- ter from the
left wing. Brian Buchanan's 93
steal and layup at 7:49 cut the lead
to 15-1- 7. Scott Meech '95 capped
the run by hitting two foul shots to
tie the score.
The Scots took the lead when
Doug Cline 95 hit two free throws
and then extended the lead to 21-1- 8
on a nice inside move. Cline fin-
ished with 1 1 points, seven of them
Prevainl
1
.
I
.4.
The 1992 NCAC Men's Basketball
came from the foul line.
After a Wittenberg time out, the
Tigers came right back and regained
the lead on a Spriggs 12-foot- er who
lead all scorers on the night with 16
points. PJ. Bertemest then hit a
jumper in the lane to give the Tigers
a 24-2- 1 haftime lead.
"We didn't lose confidence or
determination at the half," said
Moore.
The second half saw the Tigers
maintain there lead for the first nine
minutes until the Scots came to life.
The Scots were ignited by Stan
Aukamp'92. His jump hook at the
10:52 mark tied the game at thirty-seve- n.
Aukamp, playing with a
stress fracture, scored eight points,
mW
Champions.
all in the second half.
"He (Stan) was in a lot of pain, it
just shows you what kind of com-
petitor he is," said Riebe about
Aukamp's 22 minutes of playing
time.
The Scots would take the lead for
good at the 9:09 mark when Meinen
hit one of two foul shots.
"Getting the lead gave us more
confidence and loosened us up ,"
said Riebe, who lead the Scots with
13 points.
Aukamp's two foul shots at 2:28
extended the Scots lead to 52-4- 4,
their biggest of the game.
The Tigers bounced right back
and cut the Wooster lead to one
when John Brinck banked in a three-point- er
from the top of the key with
:41 left to play.
. Wittenberg, trying to call time
out, was unsuccesful as the Scots
inbounded the ball'quickly. Riebe
then hit a streaking Meinen for a
layup and a foul, which put the
Scots up 58-5- 4.
"I told Doug (Cline) if they make
a basket get the ball in quick," said
Riebe on the play.
Meinen, who finished the night
with 11 points added, "When the
ball went in I broke down court.
Erich got me the ball and I knew
they were going to foul."
"If you get Doug the ball on the
break, you know he'll convert. It
was just
,
a big,, big bucket," said
NCAC
--isrvixjrth-jf- r'Mm- -- ,
if i.IE ' ft '
Photo by Mike Pepper
Riebe.
"That was a super job, the kids
were really alert on that play," said
Moore of the play.
The Scots then iced the victory
with free throws by Riebe and
Meech. -
.
The Scots defense was once again
terrific as they forced 14 turnovers.
"Excellent defense. They shot 45
but I still thought we played good
defense, " said Moore. "Everybody
played good defense."
"Mike (Morgan '94) didn't score
but he recognized his defensive con-
tributions."
After the game Meech and
Buchanan were named to the All-Tournamentte- am.
Riebe was named
the tournament's MVP.
1
"This was a fine effort by the
team. The players wanted it badly,"
said Moore after the win.
Riebe added "This is more
gratifyng than anything."
The Scot's first game in the
NCAA Tournament will be against
Otterbein this Saturday night in the
Timken Gymnasium.
Otterbein won the OAC Tourna-
ment by beating Baldwin Wallace.
The Scots hold a 36-2-4 edge in the
all-ti- me series.
See the following page for com-
plete results of both the men's and
women's NCAC Basketball
The Wooster Voice Sports
WOMFN'S BASKETBALL
Lady Scots Fall in Semis
WOOSTEX'l BJUDGETTE SmOOT "94 TAXES ON AN OWU DEFENDED IN THE
Lady Scots semifinal loss. Photo by Mite Pepper
PETER JAMES
Voice Sports Writer
For the third time this season
Wooster fell to the Ohio Wesleyan
Batxlin Bishops, this time in the
NCACTournamcnt semifinal, 69-6-0.
The Lady Scots hauled back from a
15-poi- nt deficit to cut the lead to 63-6-0
wiih 3 minutes remaining but were
unable to score in falling by nine.
With 8.-0-3 remaining in the game
the Banlin' Bishops lookacommand-in-g
60-4-5 lead. But over the next five
minutes the Lady Scots outscored
Ohio Wesleyan 15--3 to cut the lead to
three. A three pointer by Christy
Evans 92 sparked the run and got the
partisan Wooster crowd Alto the game.
"We did not give up." said Evans.
"We continued to work and do the
things we did all game."
Woosters defense responded to the
crowd by forcing Ohio Wesleyan into
bad shots and turnovers. But while
the defense got Wooster back into the
game k turned out to be the downfall
of the Lady Scots. They were
outrebounded 47-3-2 for the game,
and gave up three offensive rebounds
m the last two minutes, including con
secutive ones off missed free-throw- s.
The first half, like much of the
game,wasaseriesofruTis.TheBaalin'
Bishops rushed out to a quick 9-- 4 lead
thanks to Wooster turnovers.
The Lady Scots did not get off to a
good start As Evans stated, "We
were nervous and some of that
showed." Coach Hart agreed. "We
were a little bit nervous and uptight"
But they believed that they could
beat the 23-- 1 squad after only losing
by four to them two weeks earlier.
"The four-poi-nt game reinforced our
belief that we could beat them," ex-
plained Evans.
Wooster regained their composure
after a timeout and went on a 1 0-- 2 run to
take a 14-1- 1 lead. This would be their
only lead of the game. Ohio Wesleyan
went on a 13-- 3 spurt lo open a 7-po- int
lead and led at halftane 37-2- 7.
Coach Hart was not pleased with
the offensive exeecutkm of the dub.
"We had lo many turnovers. In order
to beat a solid team you need to take
beaer care of the ball"
They also gave up nurnerous offen-
sive rebounds that led to easy baskets.
AsEvanssaid,"Wewould have to play
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up to our fullest potential to beat them."
The Lady Scots played well in spurts
but were not able to maintain their
play over the entire game.
Wooster was led by their two starting
seniors Evans and Correca Jones 92
and by forward LaSonya Crawl 93.
Evans Eniiied with 14 points and four
steals whie Jones collected 12 points
and eight rebounds. CrawL named lo
the AO-Tournam- ent team,fkashed with
20 points and 12 rebounds.
Crawl, who missed part of last sea-
son, was a big addition lo this years
cluhT As Evans put it, It is great lo
WITTENBERG 74
8:15 at Wooster
OBERLIN 61
OWU
3:45 at Wooster
51
WOOSTER 81
have a stong forward as quick and
talented as LaSonya CrawL"
Despite dropping it's final game of
the year, the Lady Scots nevertheless
had an excellent year. They finished
with 20 wins (20-7- ), a mark very few
teams achieve. Three of their seven
losses came to the 15rh ranked team in
Division IH m Ohio Wesleyan.
Coach Hart was pleased with the
overall performance of the team.
They did an excellent job. A lot of
people wrote us off after a 3--2 start."
The Lady Scots not only won 20
games but won thm convincingly.
v; . .
WITTENBERG 54
7:00 at Wooster
WOOSTER 61
March 5, 1992
OWU
1992 NCAC
CHAMPION
WOOSTER
1992 NCAC
CHAMPION
They outscored their (opponents by an
average of over 13 points a game.
Bridget Smoot 94 led the team with
an average of 13.6 points a game, fol-
lowed by Crawl's 13J and Evans 12IX
Crawl led the team in rebrjunding with
9.8agame. Evans led the team ki assists
for the second straight season as did
Tammy Berger 93 in steals.
While losing two key starters off
this years squad. Coach Hart is opti-mist- ic
about next seasons team. "We
will be bringing back Eve of our top
seven players. Wearenotmarebuild-in- g
stage."
'a:- - i
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MVP Riebe Reaps Rewards
s-
- i
Erich Riebe cuts down the net after Wooster's win over
WnTENBERQ. RlEBE WAS NAMED MVP OF THE NCAC TOURNAMENT.
Photo by Mike Pepper
OWU Comes
From Behind to
Seize Title
PETER JAMES
Voice Sports Writer
The Ohio Wesleyan Battlin
Bishops capped off a remark-
able season with a come from
behind 73-6- 5 overtime victory
over Wittenberg University in
the NCAC Women's Basket-
ball Championship.
The win avenged Ohio
Wesleyan's only loss of the
season, as they completed the
season with a 23--1 record.
Wittenberg finished with a
mark of 21-- 7.
The Battlin' Bishops over-
came a 39-2- S halftime deficit
to send the game into over
time tied at 61.
The second half spurt was
sparked by the Bishop's three
All-Tournam-
ent players Krista
Jacobs, Karen Porath and tour-
nament Most Outstanding
Player Kate Ryan.
The overtime was dominated
by Ohio Wesleyan as they
outscored Wittenberg 12-- 4.
Christy Evans '92, the start-
ing point guard for the College
of Wooster, was at the game
watching her twin sister play
for Ohio Wesleyan. "It was an
extremely exciting game," she
said. "Both teams had great
intesity."
SWTMMTNO A. DIVING
Relay Makes National 'B' Cuts
Nationals NextWeek in Buffalo for Five Swimmers
LYDIA AMERSON
Voice Sports Writer
A third Lady Scot relay qualified
for national "B" cuts over the week-
end at the Case Western Reserve
time trials. Co-capta- in Wendy
Freebura '92, Tammy Behringer
94, Heather Johnston '94 , and Katy
Schnell '94 turned in a time of
1:52.45 in the 200-yar- d medley
relay which put them on a wait-
ing list for NCAA Division III
nationals.
This relay, along with the 400
medley relay and the 200 freestyle
relay, which previously made na-
tional B cuts at conference, await an
invitation from the national com-
mittee which will be issued later
this week.
"I am very pleased with the
performance of the 100 medley
relay swimmers at Case," said
Wooster head coach Keith Beckett.
"They dropped more than a sec-
ond in one week which is quite
impressive.
Katy Schnell "92 is one of five
Wooster swimmers heading to
nationals. .
Two Lady Scotsnot worriedabout
waiting lists are Behringer and '
Schnell, both of whom qualified
individually during the season and
are guaranteed to compete at na-
tional championships, which will
be held next week in Buffalo. N.Y.
Behringer qualified in the 100-yar- d
fly with a time of 1:00.20, while
Schnell made cuts in the 100 back
with a time of 1:01.4.
Joining the contingent of Lady
Scots, whatever the number may
turn out to be, will be three repre-
sentatives from Wooster's men's
team.
Wooster standout and two-tim- e
All-Americ- an Tom Hungerford '93
will be looking to dominate the field
at nationals in his specialty event,
the 1650 freestyle, while veteran
Brian Vereb '92 will be looking to
be extremely competitive the 200
backstroke, among a few other
events. ,; .. r ' ? '
Joining Hungerford and Vereb
will be diver Jim Palmer 92, who
reached nationals by setting aschool
'record 48535 points on the three-met- er
board earlier this season.
Palmer hopes to shine in both the
one and three-met- er events in
attention: seniors LS. celebratory pro-
cession Monday, March 23 4:00 p.m.-Kau- ke
Arch be there more informa-
tion in your mail boxes when you return.
ft) uisaMRSTERCRRD
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DAN HAWES
Voice Sports Writer
This past weekend the Scot men
and women's track teams competed
in the NCAC Championships at
OWU and finished third and fourth,
respectively.
Allegheny ran away with both
men's and women's titles winning
by eighteen points for the men and
four points for the women.
The women "came together
nicely", as coach Dennis Rice put it,
to finish fourth with forty six points.
Almost every individual PR'd in an
incredible team effort.
Michele Alviti '95. fresh off the
swim team, scored a sixth place in
the shot puL Tammy Berger '93
tried a similar feat, having finished
basketball a day earlier, the defend-
ing NCAC champion mustered an
eighth in the long jump.
The half-mil- e relay composed of
Krista Hicks '93, Clair Roberts '94,
Nicole Podgomy 92, and Shannon
O'Neill '94. finished third.
Anna Scherzer '92 had her best
performance by far this year scoring
a fourth in the 1 500m run with a time
of five minuets flat
O'Niell also scored a fourth in the
SSm dash with Hicks in eignth.
Roberts had an incredible perfor-
mance in the 400m dash winning by
half a second with a time of 60.98.
What's more exciting than the win is
her prospects for the future, with
Roberts and O'Niell on the verge of
breaking sixty seconds, the women
could have a dominant mile relay
team out-door- s.
Podgomy scored a fourth in the
1000m with Scherzer right behind in
sixth.
The 5000m was dominated by Beth
Blakernore 92,whocrushed the field
by more than forty seconds.
TRAVEL WITH
FLAIR
346 E. Bowman St
Wooster, Ohio
44691
216-264-65- 05 fe.
800-347-65- 05
O'Neill scored once again in the
300m winning sixth place with a PR
of44.63.
Marcy Hunt 94 and Marya Cross
93 scored fifth and sixth respec-tivelyint- he
800m run. The women's
mile relay scored fifth with theirbest
time of the year.
The men were in contention
for the title throughout the meet
losing by only twenty points to
that storied football school Al-
legheny and four and a half points
behind Denison.
The meet began on Friday with
the men's long jump. Mark Marando
'92 treated spectators with Carl
Lewis-lik- e dramatics, in the lead by
only a quarter of an inch after two
jumps, he set minds at ease when on
his third and final jump, flew 2291
2", half a foot ahead of the dreaded
Drayton, winner of the 55m and
300m dash. While Drayton, an Ail-Ameri- can
football player from Al-
legheny, may have been awarded
the meet's outstanding runner,
Marando countered, being awarded
with the meet's outstanding field
event athlete. Marando commented.
There's no better feeling than bust-
ing a long one like that last jump I
did. If you're lucky, it happens once
a week.
Also on Friday the finals of the
5000m and 3000m distance events
were held in which Wooster was
able to score in both. Wheeler
Spaulding '94 getting a sixth and
Adam Myers '92 with an All-Conferen- ce
performance of9: 1 0and third
place in the 3000m.
The Scots made a strong showing
in the triple jump getting thinLfourth,
and fifth, with Marando, Brian
Gallagher 93, and Eric Dryshen '93
respectively.
Armed with a new pole, Aleric
.
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DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
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Van Dam 93 vaulted six inches
, higher than his season best 116"
earning a fifth place.
The running events on Saturday
were kicked off with the 880 relay.
Marred by shaky hand-of- fs the Scots
won their heat but ended up third
over alL Immediately fallowing
however, Scott McMillen '92 scored
a second in the 500m.
Jeff Beck '92 scored sixth in the
1000m run, the event in which Dan
Dickey 94 came within one tenth of
a second to qualify for.
Jason Hudson 92 ran hisbest time
ofthe year in an extremely fast 800m,
all scorers running two minutes or
better with the winner running an
amazing 1:57.6.
Eric Rogers '95 scored a third in
the 55m high hurdles and a second in
the 300m dash, but the event which
well all remember best is the 400m
dash, perhaps the biggest high-lig- ht
of the day for the Scots. Rogers ran
an incredible first place performance
not only crushing Drayton, but his
time was only four hundredths of a
second off the qualifying time for
nationals.
The mile relay was a test of wills,
all of the ahletes having run many
events during the day, for Rogers, it
was event number five. McMillen
got edged out of first by Drayton and
a Case runner, but the loudest cheers
heard after the race came not from
the winner Allegheny, but from the
Wooster athletes.
"I was really proud of both the
men and women," coach Rice com-
mented after the meet, "It was a
. tremendous effort on all who partici-
pated. The team spirit, the enthusi-
asm, was incredible. The captains
and upperclassmen provided what I
believe is the best leadership we've
ever had. And we're not done, you're
"
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Nicole Podoorny 92 attempts to
the NCAC Championships.
going to hear plenty from us out-
doors."
The Scots are going to spend plenty
of time outdoors this spring break
when they're down in Florida. The
Scots plan to compete at both the
Florida A&M Relays and the Florida
State Relays. The competition is
bound to be stiff but that doesn't
CD (D CD IL
From your
buddies at
overtake an Allegheny runner at
Photo by Krista Hicks
seem to be stopping anyone from
going.
Final scores, women: AC: 134,
OWU:130. CWRU:61. COW:46.
DU:39. KC37, WITT:25, OC16,
EC:8. r
MemAC106,DU:88,COW:83.5.
CWRU:68, WITT:57, OWU:44,
EC:30.KC-25J,OC2-5
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DINO DISANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor
The men's lacrosse program at
Wooster was once invisible. That no
longer is the case. The program has
come a long way. Last year was the
Scots' coining out party.
The Scots are coming off an im-
pressive 1991 campaign. Itwas ayear
that saw the Scots ranked 13th in the
final national rankings while they
posted a 12--4 record. Three of the
losses came against Division I oppo-
nents, including a narrow 10-- 9 loss to
Michigan State.
Things aredifferent this year. Gone
is the Midwest Coach of the Year,
John Hind. Hind, after building the
Scots program for five years, left to
build a program at Division I Butler
University in Indianapolis. -
The transition to a new coach won't
be a rocky one though as Wooster
hired Hind's assistant coach of three
years, Tim Clark, dark, 29 years of
age, brings with him a lot of tradition
as he graduated from Hobart College
where he was a part of four national --
title teams.
This year the club will be stocked
with juniors. "Were junior domP
nated. There's a lot of good because
when they become seniors they'll be
that much beaer," said Clark.
MEN'S LACROSSE
The Wooster Voice
Scots Continue to Forge Ahead
No Stranger to Wooster Lacrosse,
Clark Takes Over the Reigns
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
Tim Clark was named head men's
lacrosse coach this summer at The
College ofWooster, succeeding Jon
Hind, who moved on to Butler Uni-
versity where he will head up a new
Division I program. Hind coached
at Wooster from 1987-9- 1.
A 1981 graduate of Henninger
High School in Syracuse, N.Y.,and
a 1987 graduate of Hobart College,
Clark is no stranger to the Scot
lacrosse program. He served as.
assistant coach under Hind from
1 98 8-- 90 and helped to build a foun-
dation for the team's remarkable
improvement during the past two
years.
"I am delighted that Tun Clark is
going to take over our lacrosse pro-
gram," said Wooster Athletic Di-
rector BuT McHenry. "We are obvi-
ously very disappointed that Jon
Hind is leaving, but we feel that
Tun wiU maintain the continuity
while continuing to build on the
The Scots this year wvQ rely on a
team concept. tThe teams more co-
hesive, were more team orientated.
Everyone on the team has to contrib-
ute for us to be succesfuL" said dark.
TheScots will have to replace many
key players. " It's just part of the
transition from one year to the next.
It's more of a challenge. It's a chal-
lenge especially to the guys to step up a
notch," dark said.
On the offensive end the Scots win
have to replace their top two scorers
as Steve Davidow and Andy Fox are
gone to graduation: Davidow was a
first team and Fox a second team All-Midw- est
selection.
The offensive toad will be on the
shoulders of Tom Bennett 93, last
year's leading goal scorer with 50.
"He'sagoodofr-the-ballplayer.He- 's
afinisher.and were looking for him to
score a lot ofpoints," Clark said about
Bennett. -
Rich Field 95 will look to give
Bennett some help. "Rich is an excel-
lent player, he'll definitely start un-
less something unforseen happens,'
Clark said.
Marcus Pillion '94 and Alan.
" Pbhbryles 9lwill also ghrcthe Scots
depth on the offensive end. Pohoryles
scored 11 goals and had nine assists
last year, while Pillion scared 14 points
".
Tat Clark
team's success. Jon has a great
oppurtunity at Butler, and we wish
him an the best,"
Prior to corning to Wooster the
last year. "They've proving them-
selves," Clark said. Clark continued
and said that Francis Knott 93 and
David Brewster '93 will have strong
years on offense.
.
Thedefense.ontheother hand, will
be anchored around goalie Rob
Vosburgh 93. Vosburgh was an All-Midw- est
Honorable Mention selec-
tion. He came up with 1 82 saves in 1 3
games. "He'san excellent goalie,hope-fuH-y
he'll become an AJl-Americ- an, if
not this year, next year," said Clark.
Thedefense gave uponly 147 goals,
and Vosburgh will gethelp from Brian
Cook93.
The Scots will have a very difficult
schedule as eight teams on their sched-
ule are ranked nationally. Included in
the schedule will be three games
against Division I schools, St.
Bonaventure, Ohio State and Michi-
gan State.
Tm very optimistic. I know we can
do well but the inexpierenced numberof
guys we have, have to step up and play'
lacrosse the way they can."
"We work hard on the little things.
. We take lacrosse very seriously and
we want to win."
The teams captains this year will be
Vosburgh, Brewster and John
Marcinek '93. "Marcinek a very good
player," commented Clark.
first time, Clark was a four-ye- ar
letterwinner in lacrosse at Hobart,
which captured the Division III Na-
tional Championship in each of his
four years as a player. A defensive
standout, he won several prestigious
awards and served as team captain
in his senior year. Last year, Clark
was an assistant lacrosse coach at
Buc knell University where he also
served as the acting director of mi-
nority student development
"Coming back to Wooster is a
great oppurtunity for me," said
Clark. "I have always wanted to be
a head coach, and to have the chance
to do it at Wooster where I already
know the program and the players is
a great opputunity. Jon has built a
program that isnationally respected,
and itwiU be up to us to carry on that
tradition."
In addition to lacrosse, Clark will
rejoin the Scot football coaching
staff, where he served as an assis-
tant from 1987-8- 8.
Sports
WOMEN'S LACROSSE
New and Stronger
Team to Take the
Field This Year
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor ;
"We've got some incredible first-years- ,"
said co-capta- in Martha
Lange 92.
That's good news for the women's
lacrosse team, who posted a 4-- 10
overall record last year and have
since lost close to a dozen players.
Only four starters return to this
year's squad. Lange and co-capta- in
Tammy Barnes '93 along with Katie
Howard '94 and Kris Morris '93
will provide the leadership and ex-
perience. Lange led the team with
43 goals and 1 1 assists last season,
while Barnes did her share by toss-
ing in 20 goals. Both were named
Second Team All-NCA- C, and
Barnes garnered First Team honors
while Lange received Honorable
Mention in the Brine All-We- st Re-
gion honors.
Jen Mabie and Minna Jinn have
both graduated, along with the 73
goals and 20 assists that they com-
bined for.
Hoping to fill the void are a host
of good recruits. Up to five first-yea- rs
may start, including defender
Laura Slingluff 95,and midfielders
Shannon Burke '95 and Meg Wood
95.
"We're bringing in some very
good first-years- ," said head coach
Brenda Meese. "They 've got a great
attitude and it's really showing. It's
helping the team. As a unit the team
may be stronger that last year."
"Everybody's working together
really well this year," said Lange.
"The practices have been a lot more
intense."
Barnes added "The attitude is
great. Their is a lot ofpotential, and
everyone's willing to work hard."
This is the first time in many
years that there will be no junior
varsity squad. This is because only
22 players came out for the team
this season, as compared to almost
40 last season.
"There are higher standards for
the team this year," said Meese.
"We have a stronger core group.
There are less fringe players. No
players are bringing down the team
for lack of effort."
"The team is stronger (than last
year) in a different way," com-
mented Lange. "We're smaller,
closer, and the enthusiasm level is
better."
Last season Luci Day '94 and
Bryn Mifflin '94 protected the goal.
Day did not return to play this year,
and Mifflin suffered a knee injury
during the field hockey season. The
present situation in goal is uncer-
tain, but goalie coach Travis Moyer
'92 and Mifflin are both working
hard to help. .
"(Moyer) is a great asset," said
Barnes. "He's helped for three years
and has really done a great job."
The Lady Scots also have a" new
assistant coach in Carrie Rose.
"She's brought a different atti-
tude to the team," said Lange.
"She's a lot of fun, but she's also
really tough."
Next Friday the Lady Scots head
down to Florida to prepare for the
upcoming season. Wooster, along
with 12 other schools, will be part
of a training camp that will consist
of practices in the morning and
scrimmages at night.
When they return they will im-
mediately begin their season at home
against Denison (Wednesday,
March 25). Denison is the favorite
to win the NCAC tide, and will
prove to be a fast introduction to
conference competition for many
of the first years. Denison has won
the title each year since the
conference's conception. Along
with the Big Red, Ohio Welseyan
will also be a very good team in the
conference.
"Third place is a tough but realis-
tic goal," said Barnes.
"You can't make predictions,"
said Meese. "You really can't tell
how the young players will react-- "
Alaska Summer Employment - fisheries.
Earn $5000month. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Student Employment Services
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6Ycu Play
J. CAIMAN
Voice Sports Writer
Teams, a country dab sport7
"Hey Fernandez! Hey Weaver!
Hey Cham-a-Koo- n! Hey
Rosenbaum you guys play a coun-
try dub sport." What would the
team think about that? They'd have
to wholeheartedly disagree. I mean
why would you even suspect them
of the highest crime in athletics.
"You play a country dub sport." is
about the most contemptuous accu-
sation that an athlete can face.
You're talking about a group of
guys that have pockets on their
shorts and collars on their shirts.
On cold days they can even wear a
vest. "Excuse me. Coach Tucker.
I'm cold." "OK, son. go get your
sweater BUT that linebacker better
not get by you this time!"
We"re talking about a spring break
on an island resort here. We're
talking about players that get
bummed out over a little wind. A
little water on the court and practice
is over.
"You play a country club sport"
WOVfFN'S TENNIS
Tttr WntwfER Voice Sports
Attitude to Carry Lady Scots
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
This is a team that went 8--9 last
year. Gone is their dominant number
one player.Liz Richards '93, who's in
France for a semester. Gone is Shan-
non Day. who graduated from the
number two spot Gone b Katherine
Fleming.RebeccaSpringer,andLydia
Geddes 94, who each played in start-
ing positions at times last year.
On paper the team doesn't seem to
have the makings of a powerhouse.
But that doesn't maner to the players.
This b a good group." said head
coach Chris Hart. The players all
have good attitudes, and attitude goes
a long way."
"We are really excited about the
season." said newcomer Till Chokey
95.
The loss of Richards, who posted a
15--6 record last year and garnered
first team AS-NCA- C honors, obvi-
ously hurts.
"She b one of the top players in the
country," said Hart. "It's a big loss.
You really don't replace a player like
that."
Richards b expected to return next
year,but fornow, the lop position wiH
be on the shoulders of Helen Shepard
92. Shepardranupan 11-- 7 record at
third single s last!
a Country Qufo Sport'
How can the team defend itself?
The accusations abound. "You have
practice at a racquet clubl"
Someone help them beat the rap.
Well, they do have a soccer coach
(David "Geordie" Brown) as an
assistant coach that must be worth
,. h
Anthony Fernandez "92 will
lepre3ent woosteb at the
number one spot this season.
Shepard knows the jump to the
number one position will be tough,
but going into it optirrusucally. "I
tend to play my best tennis when I
play against players better than my-
self." she commented.
Veteran Lynn McMaster 92 will
make the jump to the number two spot
after playing at both the fourth and
fifth positions last year, finishing with
an 8--14 record.
Behind these two seniors b the
hope of the future. Chokey, Emily
Fortneigh "95. and Gabriela Wilson
95. win all see their first collegiate
action.
"We got lucky this year with re-
cruiting." said Shepard. We gotthree
great recruits with Gabriela. Emily,
and JDL The three of them bring a
really positive attitude to the team."
"It's sort of a rebuilding year," said
Chokey. "We're an looking for expe-
rience."
Following thb young group are re-turningp- layers
Allison McDowdl "93
and Laurie Jasperson 94. Each saw
action last yearat the number six spot.
Rounding out the team are Nikki
Harrison 94andTma Irwin 93, who
b playing competitive tennis for the
first time since high schooL . -- .
The doubles win start out as
lows ShephardarjdMcMaserfirst
some points. They did do some
running with the soccer team; they
even did the same fitness test as the
soccer players. Definitely some
points there as long as we don't
' compare the scores.
What about Sunday practices? Is
that worm anything? Or bow about
that they practice so hard they wear
holes in the bottom of their tennis
shoes? When was the last time you
saw a lacrosse player with a bole in
the bottom of his cleats? Yeah,
tennis.
What do the newcomers to the team
seem to think? What doyou say.Peter
James? Let's hear your response,
DaveHindle! Stand upandbecounted
men. Defend the squad.
"Tell them we don'talways get to
practice with new balls." Any
points?
How about some argument from .
the sophomores Gindele and
O'Regan? "Coach said we could
only take a medium-size- d bag on
the trip this year." No points.
"Wait. wait. I've got it. Tell
them. . .naw, forget it!"
doubles, Fortnei gh and Wilson at sec-
ond, and Chokey and McDowell at
the third spot
The Lady Scots take off to Hilton
Head over spring break to take on
Division L H. and III teams from
around the country. The team has ten
matches scheduled over the two week
period.
When they return, the team will be
submerged into competitive confer-
ence play. Kenyon has consistently
been ranked in the top five in the
Division IH national poll and is once
again the favorite to take the NCAC
title. Demson has also been tough in
recent years. The Big Red have been
ranked in the top twenty, off and on.
for several years. After that, a large
group of ccoference teams win be in
competition for the third spot, includ-in- g
the Lady Scots.
"We're going to have to play really
wen," said Hart "TVittoiberg, Ohio
Wesleyan, and Allegheny are all
tough."
Despu the loss ofseveral keyplay-
ers from a squad that posted only an
average record lastyear, their evident
positive atti rode may pull them
through the tough season.
The Lady Scots take on Malone
College on April 8 in their fim borne
' match of the
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Casey Strikes OutWoe to the
Democrats, the Banshee Screams
for Thee . . . Psychotic Links to the
Red Sox FYiont Office
"And there was nojoy in Madville
Mighty Casey had struck out"
Casey at the Bat
They don't like to talk about that
game in Mudville. Casey let 'em an
down for reasons nobody could really
explain and was released next spring
training. He wandered around for a
month in the cruel Florida sun with a
sign around his neck and the raven
over his head before finally being
nicked no as a DH and reserve Out- -
fvLVr hv the Kansas fjtv Rovals -
However.Caseybetorigsmrjeiiher Missouri rior Mudville. Casey was abom
Bostonian.
Casey also could be a candidate for President on the Democratic ticket.
There b a connection.
Ever since the Red Sox sold Babe Ruth to the New York Yankees in 1919
for a song, the curse of the Bambino has reduced the Bosox to being the
democratic partyof the major leagues. The Cinderella team, never first, usaaUy
second, and always eagerly waiting the next go around.
Wade Boggs had Margo Adams, BUI Clinton had Gennifer Flowers, and
both are treated as heroes and semi-deiti- es by their respective circles. The
Democrats have Jerry Brown, the Red Sox had Bin "Spaceman"! -- kindred
spirits not unlike the weird spiritual bond that exists between Patrick Buchanan
and Joseph Goebbels.
:t Bat the relationship.ij deeper than even that, il'33 mewaljfYA whole way
of viewing the world m the savage grip of the" cosmic "almost, . A history filled
with Tantalus' horror of being so close, only to be dragged down by your own
kind. The heroes and martyrs overshadowed by the geeks and the frauds.
Michael Dukakis, Bill Buckner. Hubert Humphrey, Bob Stanley, the loser's
club, where the dreams died and the dreammakers got defiled.
But like a phoenix always rising from the ashes - hope springs eternal. The
Democratic braintrust every time around combs the used car lots of America
looking for some new hack they feel b best qualified to carry The Party to
victory - usually coming up with a 40 year old white male with a proven track
record and who is usually not too quick on his feet.
Similarly, the Red Sox front office every sea
dollar free agent who they feel is qualified lo cany the Bosox to victory - usually
a 40-ye- ar old while male with aproven trackrcconlard who b usually not tooquick
on his feet.
I don't understand why thb is, why mere b such a snongpsychk; vibe between
these two groups. Maybe it'sjustrneTheseare two teams Irotffcr.andevciy time
in my memory either one has even come close to Winning-It-Al-l, they choked --
letting us down time and time again. The rcsukb the same rhe bad guys come out
on top and the niembership roster at the Loser's C3ub grows larger every year.
But enough of this dreariness. Spring b not a time to worry about such
strksnine-induce- d abominations as the Boston Red Sox and "Campaign "92".
I have a perfect view of Murray Baseball Diamond from the top of my loft in
Wagner. It's a time to kick back with an open window, a copy of the "1992
Wooster Fighting Scots Baseban Program and Media Guide", a bottle of"the
good stuff", and get locked into some serious action. Let the games begin.
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TRACK A FIELD
Wooster Spmnts-Iirt- a
Spring Season
Winter
DAN HAWES
Voice Sports Writer
The men's and women's track
program couldhave their most com-
petitive teams in years...
Coming off a winter season full
of pleasant surprises and with the
quality of leadership at a high point
the Scots should make quitea splash
this spring.
Big meets await the Scots, start-
ing in Florida. The Scots have to
deal with Division one schools like
Florida State and LSU, and when
they get back to beautiful Ohio, the
competition doesn't lighten up with
meets likeThe Penn Relays, Akron,
Baldwin-Wallac- e, and the Pitts
burgh Invitational.
Coach Rice knew the men's mile
relay team was going to be good.
but that was before be knew Erie
Rogers '95. now the team looks
unbeatable in the NCAC and should
be very competitive nationally. -
Before the winter season began.
coach Rice didn't expect the
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After
Success
women's mile relay team to be ex
ceptionally fast, but with both Clair
Roberts 94 and Shannon O Neill
'94 on the verge of breaking sixty
" seconds in the 400m the relay team
could dominate the NCAC.
L The reason for scheduling such
competitive meets isn't to score
points, but for individuals to im-
prove their times for conference
championships or to qualify for na-
tionals. But some of these teams
aren't unbeatable, both the men and
women mile relay teams plan on
crushing Akron.
As a team, the Scots will be better
than most teams in the conference,
with a shot at the title, but the best
performances will come from the
individuals mat lead the team. The
captains, Mark Marrando '92, Scott
McMillen 92, JeffBeck '92, Mike
Richita 92, Nicole Podgorny '92,
Susan Louis '92, Anna Scherzer
.JSl, Jannfftr.,I.mk..!92y andmany
"npperclassmen will perform in a
conference leading way.
3
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Nan Nichols, Wooster's Women's
NAN NICHOLS
Women's Athletic Director
Student-athlet- es from more than
three hundred colleges and univer-
sities in this country participate in
intercollegiate athletics at the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion (NCAA) Division III level.
Division III places the highest
priority on the quality of the educa-
tional experience. No athletic schol-
arships are permitted in this divi-
sion; however, student-athlet- es are
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Athletic Director. Photo by News
eligible for need-base- d aid just like
any other student at the institutions.
Wooster, as a member of Divi-
sion III, is concerned with the total
development of students, and seeks
through athletics to foster such char-
acteristics as self-discipli- ne, physi-
cal conditioning, team work, respect
for competitors, and pride in
achievement
Wooser played a very active role
in the formation of the North Coast
Athletic Conference, which has as
Consistency Key
Continued from page 12
the NCAC's leading hitter, Jeff
Brown. ' .
Wooster plans to take advan-
tage of the friendly confines of
Carl Dale Field this season to
challenge the NCAC competi-
tion.
"We have a lot of the good
"We won't lose because
teams at home this year," says
Burdette.
The Scots will try to avoid the
inconsistent start of last season.
A mid-seas- on slump last year
nearly stalled' the Scots' aspira-
tions for post-seaso- n, play. ,
,. Ohio Wesleyan took. 3. out of
four at Wooster, and nearly took
.
Wooster's hopes with them.
"Consistency is always a prob-
lem. I think we'll be more con- -
Page 11
Services
its purpose to provide athletic com-
petition among institutions that
share similar academic goals and
aspirations. Member institutions
strive for athletic excellence, for
fair and equal opportunities for men
and women, and for the develop-
ment of a broad-base- d program.
The sports pages of today's news-
papers are filled with NCAA Divi-
sion I news, but equally rewarding
stories can be found in Division III.
It really is fun to play.
to Wooster Season
sistent because we have more
talent this year," said Burdette.
The Scots will look to gain an
advantage by getting out to early
starts in the series meetings.
Teams meet for two consecutive
doubleheaders on the weekends,
as well as play a single game on
Wednesdays. .
of lack of hard work.'
"Winning the first game sets
the precedent for the rest of the
series," said Sagerman. Burdette
agrees, saying, "You loosen up
and take more chances after you
win the first game."
Burdette feels confident that
their off-seas- on program will
help in their bid for post-seaso- n
Play.
"We won't lose because of lack
of hard work," said Burdette.
Tm WGOST
Scols Win
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"Depth is not a problem," said
Logue. "Anyone can step in and do
wen."
The Fighting Scots bead south
over Spring Break to compete in
several tournaments being played
at such places as Pinehurst, N.C,
Hilton Head, S.C., Jacksonville,
Fla., and Myrtle Beach, S.C, among
others. They will take on golfers
from Division I. D, and HI, from
around the country.
The biggest event of the trip will
be the Gordon Invitaional at Myrtle
Beach. The top twelve teams from
last year are invited and will com-
pete in a preview of nationals.
Though the Scots boast the num-
ber five ranking, NCAC rival Al-
legheny is two notches op at the
third spot. The Gators will be the
major obstacle hindering the Scots
efforts at winning a conference title.
The Scots did, however, finish ahead
of Allegheny at the Wooster Fall
Invitational earlier this year.
Not far behind are Wittenberg
and Ohio Wesleyan, who hold the
seventh and eighth spots, respec
ER'VO
TOURNAMENT FINAL
Photo by Mm Peppe.
Wooster Fifth in National Pol
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
The Wooster golf team has high
hopes fcrtbe upcoming season. The
latest national poll released by the
Golf Coaches Association of
America shows the Scots at the fifth
position.
Returning from last year's
twelfth-ranke- d squad, led by bead
coach Bob Nye, are five golfers.
Dave Mocice 92 is back for his
last year after leading the Scots with
a 78.5 average. After him are Darren
Schubert '94 and Randy Pitts 93.
who each boasted a 79.9 average
last year. Brothers Scott Miksch
92 and Don Miksch 94 both con-
tributed last year with averages of
80.8 and 83.4, respectively.
.
Rounding out the lineup are new-
comers Bryan Dow '95, Ken Gude
'95. and Pat Logue "95.
Both Mocice and Pitts garnered
AJJ-Gre- at Lakes honors at the end
of last year.
But, according to Mottice, There
are three to four golfers who can
play the number one spot."
NCAC Tournament
tively, in the national polL
The NCAC is very close and
competitive," said Mottice.
The conference standings are
based on a season ending tourna-
ment.
"On any given day, any of those
top four teams can win the tourna-
ment," Mottice commented. "Our
first goal is to win the NCAC We
haven't done that since I've been
here."
After the conference tournament
Wooster will host the NCAA Divi-
sion III Golf Tournament at the
Wooster Country Club from May
19-2- 2. Over 120 of the nation's top
golfers will compete.
"Obviously it's to our advantage,
since we're familiar with the
course," said Mottice on hosting
nationals. "But, in reverse, it can be
a disadvantage, too. It puts some
pressure on us."
Wooster will have to grind
through many 18-ho- le and some
36-ho- ie days throughout the season
to emerge victors in both the NCAC
and the NCAA.
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BASEBALL
Scots Look to Repeat
as NCAC
DINO DISANTO
Asst. Sports Editor
"I've already won two NCAC
championships. I plan on win-
ning another," said Erik Hagen
93, a player on the 1992 Wooster
Baseball team. '
The Scots, who have been
ranked 19th in the country ac-
cording to a pre-seas- on poll, will
look to advance to their eighth
consecutive bid to the NCAA
Division III Mideast Tourna-
ment. .
They begin, their season
against the University of
Pittsburg over spring break in
Florida.
Their schedule will include ten
games in Florida, and thirty .
games back in the region.
Matt Burdette '92, will join
perry Sagerman '92, as.a,cor
captainand the Scotsseettheir
"We're not going to hit
We're going to
fifth NCAC tide.
Burdette (.328, 1HR, 24 RBI's
last season), who will be making
the shift from left field to center
field, says the key to the Scots'
season is to "never look at our
competition because no one can
beat us when we are playing our
best."
Joining Burdette in the out-
field will be Kevin McMulIen
92 in right. Matt Yates '93 in
left, while Coach Tim Pettorini
'
will take advantage of switch-- .
'hitting Tim Foust 94 to spell
Yates.
The infield will feature Chris
Cingolani '94, who hit .291 with
15 RBI's last year as the team's
DH, at first. Scott Collins, a se-
nior transfer from Ohio Univer-
sity will replaced First-Tea-m
AU-NCA- C second baseman,
Chris Bell '91. Shortstop will be
handled by Matt Vincler 94, and
Derek Boyd '94 will take over
for departed all-conferen- ce, and
all-regi- on honoree Matt
Sberrieb.
Hagen will split time with
Mark McKinney behind the
plate, while the other will serve
as the DH.
Although the starting line-u- p
Champs
Tacks the experience of last
year's team, we gained the atti-
tude," said Sagerman.
; "If we can get the younger guys
by early in the season, we'll be
all right," added Burdette.
Sagerman. who pitched a solid
4-- 4 last year, with a 2.95 ERA, is
looking forward to the coming
season. "I like the pressure," he
said.
He joins Jeff Wolfer '92, who
was 4-- 2, with a team leading 2.27
ERA last year. John Ram be '93.
John Ramsier '93, Brett Beech
'94, and Barry Craddock '94 will
all be competing for the remain-
ing two slots on the starting ro-
tation.
Pettorini could decide to spe-
cialize the pitchers in long and
short relief. They would join J.
will act as fhecots' closer.
the ball out of the parkJ
manufacture runs.'
"We're always one step above
. -
- m ftne rest oi our league occausc oi
the depth our pitching has." said
Burdette. Hagan considers this
to be a particular strength this
year, asserting, "The pitchers
overall have more depth than last
year."
The Scot's lost their big hit-
ters to graduation, and don't ex-
pect to play the power game.
"We're not going to hit the ball
out of the park a lot. This year,
we're a little quicker, so we're
going to manufacture runs.
We're going to double teams to
death," maintained Cingolani.
Burdette added, "One through
nine in the batting order, we're
going to be tough. Everybody
will hit for average."
Hagan anticipates low-scori- ng
ball games."Just because we wia
2-- 1 and 1-- 0, doesn't mean we're
playing bad baseball. The trade-
mark of the team will be de-
fense, which will be something
new," he continued.
The Scots expect to face chal-
lenges from Allegheny, Ohio
Wesleyan (12th in a pre-seas- on
poll), and Wittenberg-Wittenbe- rg
will see the return of
Continued on Page 11
